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W yrtzen shares insights on m usical style, worship philosophy
R e b ecca Ritzel
Lead W riter

Few artists have the versatility to
play with the brightest young tal
ents of Nashville one day and spot
light with the London Symphony
the next. Don Wyrtzen, adjunct
professor of church music, is one
of those rare musicians.
Wyrtzen (who showed an inter
est in piano at a young agejwas
bom into a family that placed a
strong emphasis on Christian min
istry involvement. His father Jack
founded Word of Life International.
While there was some pressure
placed on him to take over that
ministry, Wyrtzen felt he was be
ing directed to pursue music on a
full time basis.
Throughout the past eight years,
Wyrtzen has picked up his concert
touring and lecturing schedule in
earnest. The concert he presented
in chapel on Tuesday followed a
format he has employed for several
years, opening with an original
hymn arrangement. He went on to
play several improvisations of fa
miliar music— everything from the
Brady Bunch theme to that piano
lesson classic, “The Wigwam.” The
audience joined him in singing a

Don Wyrten brings to Cedarville years of expertise, both in Christian music and in theology. He has composed and arranged over
400 sacred songs, most of which remain in relative obscurity. Photo by D. Blackburn.

rousing melody of southern gospel
favorites and a hymn composed by
Wyrtzen, “Worthy is the Lamb,” a
more solemn piece of worship mu
sic.
During chapel on Wednesday and
Thursday this week, Wyrtzen shared
his insights on both the contempo
rary Christian scene and music in

general with the student body. He
and his wife Karen have lived in
Nashville for the past 12 years and
are actively involved in the music
producing and publishing indus
try.
Wyrtzen gave four points for
evaluating contemporary pop mu
sic: what is the song’s motive, what

is its content, what is the form, and
what about rock? He framed his
messages with eight principles that
enable a listener to think rationally
about music. The two-day lecture
was developed from a series
Wyrtzen recently recorded for Back
to the Bible ministries.
In the midst of a busy production

schedule, Wyrtzen makes several
trips to the college each year. In
1997, he was on campus for the
church music summit and to as
sist students one-on-one with
music arranging. During this past
Winter Quarter, Wyrtzen teamtaught history and philosophy of
worship with Dr. Vemon Whaley,
associate professor of church
music. Thirty-three students took
the course, about half of them
from disciplines other than mu
sic.
“We dealt with the changing
worship styles that are occurring
right now,” Wyrtzen said. “I be
lieve there are two basic illitera
cies that people have in thinking
about worship. One is biblical
illiteracy, even people who know
the Scripture don’t apply the
Scripture that has to do with wor
ship and music very well to our
culture. They tend to be influ
enced more by culture than by
Scripture.
“The other big illiteracy is his
tory. We don’t know our history.
Precious few people know where
we’re going, so we don’t know
where we are right now. When I

Continued on page 7

Professors take godly worldview to secular literature conference
Carol Marks
Lead Writer

April Fools Day was no joke for
three Cedarville English professors
who attended the biggest national
composition event of the year: the
CCCC Annual Convention. Donald
Deardorff, assistant professor of
English; Michelle Wood, instruc
tor of English; and Karen Power,
instructor of English traveled to
Chicago.
Wood said, “It’s huge. It’s like
going to Mecca for writing teach
ers.” This year, professors from
other countries— including Japan
and Australia—joined the conven
tion. “This is the crown jewel of
rhetorical/com position confer
ences,” Deardorff said.
The 4C’s convention, as partici
pants call it, is the college division
of the National Convention of
Teachers of English. The theme for
the co n feren ce was “Ideas,

listory

iress?
3t going
act their

i

Historias y Cuentes: Breaking with
Precedent.” Numerous panels gave
presentations throughout the course
of the convention. Each participant
received a list of the presentations
available at the convention, a brief
summary of the content of the pre
sentation, and who would be pre
senting.
Just attending the convention is
exciting for any professor. Power
said, “It’s really the place to grow in
terms of your own scholarship, and
it’s the place to challenge other
people’s scholarship.” One of the
best features of the convention is the
fact that both renowned and unknown
members of the composition field
have the opportunity to share their
ideas and learn from each other.
Wood said, “The underlying con
sensus of the convention is that we’re
all colleagues.”
Wood, Power, and Deardorff did
more than just attend the convention,

however; each of them served on a
panel and presented their ideas at
the convention. Earlier, the profes
sors chose their panels of three or
four colleagues, selected a com
mon theme for their research, and
picked a different aspect of the
panel’s theme on which to write.
After researching, refining, and
expressing their ideas on paper, the
three professors— on two different
panels— submitted their papers.
Although thousands of propos
als were rejected, the proposals of
the two groups involving Cedar
ville professors were accepted,
earning the groups the right to
present their ideas at the confer
ence. Power said, “To have two
proposals selected from Cedarville
is quite an honor.”
Wood and Deardorff were on the
same panel. Joining them was a
married couple affiliated with the
University of Rhode Island. Al

though Deardorff has given several
presentations in the past, this was
Wood’s first presentation at the
conference. Their first task in pre
paring for their presentation was
writing their individual papers.
Deardorff entitled his paper “Call
ing All Subjectivities: Giving Stud
ies of Faith a Voice in the Process of
Scholarly Writing.” The premise of
his paper was that the scholarly
world does not accept Christianity
as a valid theory from which to
argue. “Current methods of schol
arship in the field of English studies
tend to exclude students of most
faiths,” Deardorff said. Currently
accepted schools of thought include
feminism, Marxism, deconstruc
tion, psychoanalysis, and compa
rable philosophies.
In his paper, Deardorff offered
two solutions for Christian schol
ars. His first solution is the idea of
appropriation, first developed by a

philosophy professor atFordham
U n iv ersity nam ed M erold
Westphal. Appropriation is the
concept of Christians gleaning
the truths contained in other
schools of thought and meshing
them into a worldview that is
Biblically sound. Since the indi
vidual truths come from schol
arly viewpoints, a combination
of those individual truths should
be accepted by any scholar.
Deardorff, however, does not be
lieve that appropriation should be
necessary. His second solution is
that the world of scholarship
should accept a literary theory
based on Biblical principles just
as they accept so many other view
points.
In order for the scholarly world
to accept a Biblical school of
thought, however, more Chris
tians need to go to graduate school

Continued on page 4
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Concert Chorale ministers in English churches over Easter Break An
Mandy McLaughlin
Contributing Writer

Taking a choir of 42 college
students across the ocean to tour
England with only 2 chaperones
would be laughable for most higher
institutions of learning, but not for
the Cedarville College Concert
Chorale. The Chorale's transatlan
tic flight left April 6 for their sixday tour of England.
Chorale has been preparing thensongs for this tour since Septem
ber. They also have been praying
for those people to whom they
would minister, according to Cho
rale director and Professor of
Music Dr. Lyle Anderson.
Last Tuesday, Chorale per
formed a sample of their concert
repetoire. Sophomore office tech
nology major Jenny Armour and
junior music education major Ja
son Naill were featured soloists in
the song “O Sifuni Mungu” (All
Creatures of Our God and King).
The program also included songs
such as “Praise His Holy Names,”
“Arise My Love,” and “Elijah
Rock.”
The song “Peace I Leave With
You” was especially close to the

heart of junior accounting finance
major Sarah Whitney. During her
stay in England, Whitney saw the
song work in their tour guide’s life.
“[Robert] was very much an En
glish person at first, acting very
distant, but by the end of the week,
he was very sad to see us go. The

song that affected Robert the most
was ‘Peace I Leave With You.’
During a rehearsal, I saw him cry
ing, and he’s not one to be emo
tional,” Whitney said.
Whitney does not know if he made
a decision about his salvation by the
end of the trip, but Robert gave her

reason to believe that he already
had made or was very close to mak
ing a decision. With a tearful good
bye, Robert thanked the Chorale for
showing him the friend who sticks
closer than a brother. Whitney said,
“Robert told me that all the other
groups he had heard before sang
songs with words that were all rub
bish.”
“Before the tour, he was strug
gling with peace in his life,” Ander
son said. “The reason we were
different from the other groups
which Robert had been a tour guide
for was that it’s not because we’re
so good; it’s because we live out our
faith as opposed to one hour on
Sunday.”
“England is a spiritually cold
country at Easter. That’s why I
specifically chose this time of
year to tour. All the songs we
sang have to do with the personage
of Christ,” Anderson said. Con
certs were held at Cafe Rouge in
London, Swindon Evangelical
Church, and East London Baptist
Tabernacle Church. Chorale also
had the opportunity to sing unoffi
cially at the London Tower Bridge,
a gazebo at a park in Swindon,

and in the T rin ity chapel at
Oxford.
In betw een co n certs, the
Chorale’s tour included Big Ben,
B uckingham
P alace, A nne
Hathaway’s Cottage, St. Paul’s Ca
thedral, and Westminster Abbey.
“The beauty of the Abbey brought
tears to my eyes as we entered the
church,” sophomore nursing major
Melanie Wadlington said.
The tour also included many
other cathedrals and churches. “The
one thing that impacted me the most
was the intricate beauty of the
churches we visited. Each church
took many years to build, and it was
evident that every detail was cre
ated for the sole purpose of wor
shiping God,” sophomore C.E.
youth major Bill Stewart said.
“We stood where kings once
stood,” freshman English educa
tion major Erin Troike said. They
also stood in many places where
great philosophers and educators
once lived. But the Chorale was
there for a d ifferen t purpose.
Whitney said, “As Christians, we
have the joy of Christ to share with
others. That’s honestly worshiping
God.”
(937)767-9330

110 Dayton St.

Dixon speaks at multiracial conference
Jennifer b e a r
Contributing W riter

“A Family Reunion: Reuniting
the Family of God” was the theme
of the third national Multiracial
Ministry Conference held recently
in Indianapolis at the First Church
of the Nazarene. The conference
focused on relating to a multira
cial, multicultural society within
biblical principles. The four-day
conference was hosted by Baptist
Bible College of Indianapolis and
was coordinated by its president,
Dr. A. Charles Ware.
The conference consisted of sev
eral general sessions, workshops,
evening worship services, and
opportunities to visit the exhibits.
The opening speakers were Ken
Ham, co-founder and co-director
of Answers in Genesis, and Dr.
Joe Stowell, president of Moody
Bible Institute
Other speakers included Dr.
Dixon and Dr. Jay Kesler, presi
dent of Taylor University, and a
variety of pastors and those with
experience in areas such as
urban renewal and racial recon
ciliation.
Jen Puterbaugh, a junior orga
nizational communications major
who attended the conference, said,

“I enjoyed the wide variety of speak
ers, and the fact that while they all
touched on racial reconciliation and
unity of Christ, they all came at it
from a different angle due to their
different backgrounds.”
Those present for the musical as
pect of the conference included
Essence of Praise, Richard Allen
Farmer, and Hewook Lee.
The leaders formulated a sum
mary mission statement to guide
the conference. The mission state
ment of the conference was as fol
low s: “The m ission o f this
conference shall be to provide bib
lical principles, practical models,
wise methodologies, and encour
agement to promote and enhance
within the body of Christ both the
evangelization and discipleship of
m ultiracial and m ulticultural
America.”
The conference offered 27 work
shops with topics relating to multi
racial issues. Some issues covered
included interracial marriage, bira
cial adoption, and reaching the cul
ture of the inner city for Christ.
The exhibit area included groups
from different missions agencies,
including Inner City Impact, Evan
gelical B aptist M issions, and
AB WE. In addition, Christian book

stores, colleges (including Cedar
ville), and churches had exhibits,
offering many opportunities for
those attending to obtain literature
regarding each organization and
meet and talk to their representa
tives.
When asked about the confer
ence he attended, Dr. Dixon said, “I
am excited and pleased with the
recent conference on racial recon
ciliation sponsored by Baptist Bible
College of Indianapolis. Dr. Charles
Ware has had the vision for this
conference. This was its third year,
and it continues to grow. Our na
tional debate on this topic will con
tinue. We, as Christians, have the
answer from God’s point of view.”
On Monday, April 27, Dr. Dixon
spoke on the topic of racial recon
ciliation in chapel.
A number of students from Ce
darville College also attended the
conference. One such student, An
gela Justice, a junior English edu
cation major, said, “I am considering
teaching in the inner city, so I at
tended the conference to learn how
to reach difference races and cul
tures. The main thing God impressed
my heart with last week was unity
within the body of Christ and love
for each other regardless of color.”
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Carol Marks
Lead Writer

Unlike other seniors, accounting
and finance major Ryan Anderson
has only fifteen days left as a
C ed arville C ollege student.
Through the Pew Younger Schol
ars Program, Anderson will travel
on May 25 to Notre Dame Univer
sity for a four-week study of eco
nomics.
Each year, the Pew Foundation
awards 42 students like Anderson
a scholarship to study for 4 weeks
in various disciplines such as his
tory, economics, and literature.
Notre Dame is organizing the
program this year. Professors for
the program serve as faculty
members at institutions like Yale,
Syracuse, Oxford, and Harvard.
Many of the students who earn a
scholarship attend these same
colleges and universities.
The Pew Foundation’s purpose
is to give its students an educa
tional edge which will help them
earn a place in the nation’s best
graduate schools. One of the
requirem ents for being a Pew
Scholar is that the student will
not be attending any other grad
uate education before 1999. Ander
son said, “It’s just higher education.
It’s another challenge. I’m always
looking for another challenge.
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Ryan Anderson has the opportunity to study economics at Notre Dame later this spring. He will finish at Cedarville early, returning
to graduate while he completes the Notre Dame program. Photo by D. Blackburn.

I’m pretty confident this will be
one.”
Like all other courses in the pro
gram, Anderson’s class will last
four weeks. Each class consists of
seven students and one professor.
Dr. J. David Richardson, And
erson’s professor, is currently a
Professor of Economics at Syra
cuse University. The Syracuse eco
nom ics hom epage describes
Richardson: “[H]e is a visiting Fel

low at the Institute for International
Economics, a leading Washington
think-tank for international eco
nomic policy.” In 1995, Richardson
received the honor of being named
the outstanding graduate teacher at
Syracuse.
Anderson must read all the books
for the class prior to his arrival to
Notre Dame because the class will
consist of discussions on the read
ing material. “It’s going to be a
highly participative type of class,”

Anderson said. Reading all of the
material ahead of time will allow
Anderson and his classmates to
spend much of their free time at
Notre Dame working on a research
project or paper. At the end of the
seminar, students must present their
research to the class.
The four weeks will not be con
tinuous studying; Anderson and his
classmates will have the opportu
nity to enjoy various recreational
and social activities. Although the
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weekends will involve lectures by
guest speakers, attendance for
these sessions is optional. There
fore, Anderson will be able to re
turn to Cedarville for graduation on
June 6. Personalized interaction with
the professors and guest speakers is
another drawing factor for the stu
dents.
Anderson discovered this schol
arship opportunity on a post card in
an education review magazine. He
is not sure exactly why he was cho
sen. “I’m probably more surprised
than anyone else. Cedarville’s a
fairly unknown school,” Anderson
said.
A few hundred students applied
for the scholarship. In addition to
filling out the application, Ander
son had to send a twelve-page,
single-spaced writing sample. The
application also called for a few
short essays on topics such as why
Anderson wanted to be a part of the
scholarship program. Two letters
of reference from college profes
sors and one reference from his
place of employment gave Ander
son further recommendation. He
also submitted his resume.
Anderson does not have definite
plans after the course is over other
than taking a cruise w ith his
parents this summer. He hopes to
work for a year before continuing
his education. Although he has not
accepted a position yet, Ander
son is interviewing at different
companies for a job to begin after
he completes the course at Notre
Dame.
“I ’m extremely excited about it.
I wish I could go tomorrow,” An
derson said. Before heading to
Notre Dame, however, he must
finish his classes at Cedarville and
complete a few interviews.
All areas of the trip are free for
Anderson. The scholarship covers
transportation to and from Notre
Dame, housing, all meals, text
books, class fees, and a stipend for
Anderson when he has completed
the course.
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T im alathians discusses theological and philosophical issues
Patricia H ershberger
Contributing W riter

This quarter, a new group on
campus began meeting under the
title Timalathians, derived from a
Greek word meaning “those who
honor truth.”
The organization has existed in
the past. In the early 1980s, the
group operated under the supervi
sion of philosophy professor Greer,
who is now a faculty member at
Grand Rapids Baptist Seminary.
The group operated for a few years
and then faded.
Several current philosophy ma
jors wanted an organization dedi
cated to understanding truth in
contemporary culture and decided
to reactivate the Timalathians.
Emily Berry was one of the stu
dents who began this work. She
researched the history of the group
and found the old constitution.
However, she was unable to return
for Winter Quarter, so junior Kevin
Meadows assumed the leadership.
Meadows, a history/philosophy
major, is the president of the
Timalathians. He is aided by vice

Timalathian officers Bethany De Graw, Damon McGraw, and Kevin Meadows
worked diligently to establish this philosophy organization. Photo by D. Blackburn.

president Bethany DeGraw , a
sophom ore philosophy/English
major, and Damon McGraw, a se
nior philosophy major who serves
as secretary/treasurer. David Mills,
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assistant professor ofphilosophy, is
the faculty advisor.
The group is a philosophical and
theological society, but it is open to
students in all majors who are inter
ested in pursuing and understand
ing truth. Meadows said, “The goal

of this group is to develop skills in
critical thinking and to analyze and
understand culture.” The group
plans to discuss topics which relate
to the real world in areas such as art,
politics, films/other media, church/
theological issues, and other social
and cultural mediums.
The Timalathians first met on
April 2. Approximately 35 students
attended. Jeff Motter, a junior phi
losophy major, and Aaron Sokoll,
also a junior philosophy major, pre
sented a paper on the logical analy
sis of the second Meditation of
Descartes. They wrote the paper for
their symbolic logic class.
The group meets bi-weekly. At
the April 16th meeting, the group
showed the movie Contact. About
80 people attended. After the movie,
there was a discussion on the issues
dealt with in the movie. Movie
goers compared religious faith and
science and examined the movie’s
denial of an absolute foundation for
knowledge. The characters’ reliance
on human relationships for mean
ing in life was also mentioned.
A parliamentary debate between
the debate team and ' the
Timalathians is planned for May 14.

The final meeting this quarter,
on May 28, is tentatively planned as
an informative session about vari
ous graduate schools and seminar
ies for those who will be graduating
this year. The session will not be
exclusive to seniors however, as
exposure to possibilities after
graduation will be helpful even to
those who will not be graduating
this year.
The fee for membership in the
group is $20. This fee covers mem
bership as well as a subscription to
the magazine, Books and Culture.
It also offers a one tim e, 10
percent discount at the Books and
Co. bookstore in Dayton. In addi
tion, they plan som e fu tu re
benefits, possibly including special
speakers or group trips to confer
ences.
Currently, Timalathians is open
only to Cedarville students. The
group is hoping to be able to inter
act with students from other col
leges in the future. This interaction
with Christian viewpoints is often
unavailable on other campuses,
and Timalathians would like to
be able to make such interaction
available.

Professors gain ground in academ ia
Continued from page 1
and earn their doctorates. Deardorff
said, “We need to popularize the
notion that scholarship is a mis
sion.” As more Christians become
scholars, they will have a stronger
voice in the scholarly world. The
Cedarville presence at the 4C ’s con
vention is at least a small step in the
right direction. Deardorff said, “[Be
ing at the convention] helps me
influence the sphere of debate in my
field from aChristian point of view.”
For her part in the panel ’s presen
tation, Wood researched the impor
tance o f an identity paper in
composition classes. The title of her
paper was “The First Year Research
Paper: Writing for Identity.” An
identity paper is not a narrative;
rather, it is a student’s critique of his
or her own goals of who he or she
would like to be. Wood believes the
identity paper allows students who
may not be interested in becoming a
scholar to discover and develop their
goals.
After studying the ideas of theo
rist Bakhtin concerning the impor
tance of an identity paper, Wood
assigned her own students an iden
tity paper, encouraging the students
to express their opinions of the pa
per. The feedback Wood received
from her students was positive, and
she anonymously referred to stu
dent comments in her final paper.
Deardorff, Wood, and their two

colleagues each spent about fifteen
minutes presenting their ideas at the
conference. After their presenta
tions, the audience was able to ques
tion the panel about their ideas.
Power joined forces with a pro
fessor from Wright State and a pro
fessor from Wittenberg University.
The overall theme for the panel was
how to critique society. While her
colleagues researched the critiqu
ing methods of ethnography and
fairytales, Power studied how
people can critique society through
the influence of the media.
Paulo Freire, a Brazilian who pro
moted developing a critical con
sciousness in students, influenced
Power as she wrote her paper. A
large part of Power’s research came
from her students.
To show the influence of the
media on society, Power showed
her students an episode of The
Simpsons and King o f the Hill, two
satires of American society. Stu
dents then gave their reaction to the
usefulness of watching the show to
critique modem culture.
Some students believed watch
ing the shows was a positive expe
rience because both programs reveal
the state of modem society; others
believed their experience was nega
tive because the shows encourage
the absorption of negative values;
the last group of students felt that
watching the shows is a positive

experience only when people use
discernment and are aware of the
negative messages in the shows.
Power said, “The main idea is to get
students to understand how their
values are shaped by the media.”
All three professors were excited
at the opportunity to present their
ideas to their colleagues at the con
vention. Wood said, “I liked listen
ing to the people and hearing
d iffe re n t ideas and d iffe re n t
worldviews just to see what people
are thinking.” Power enjoyed the
chance to find what other people
are doing in their classrooms. “We
have common problems and con
cerns as comp professors,” Power
said.
Deardorff said, “I was most ex
cited about having at least three
people there that could speak from
the Christian view in an intelligent
manner.”
.
O f course, attending the conven
tion would be difficu lt if the
college did not allow the professors
to take time out of their jobs to go to
the convention. “I think that it’s
really good that the college encour
ages us to contribute to our field.
We can influence from a Christian
standpoint,” Power said. The col
lege also helps the professors finan
cially by giving each one an
allowance which they use to cover
conference fees and the cost of travel
and lodging.
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Sm ith earns doctorate o f M inistries
Matthew Jopson
Contributing W riter

Dr. Galen Smith, associate professor of econom
ics, is the most recent recipient of a doctorate
among Cedarville professors. He received his
Doctorate of Ministries from Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School in Chicago, 111.
Dr. Smith’s dissertation, The Integration of Scrip

ture, Economics, and Life in the Classroom at
Cedarville College, sums up his ministry at Cedar
ville College. A member of Cedarville’s Business
Department since 1981, Smith brings an emphasis
on Bible teaching and life experience into his eco
nomics classroom.
Smith’s doctorate degree involves a mixture of
theological study and management/administration
work. A Doctorate of Ministries, or D. Min., is a
different degree than what some of the other Cedar
ville professors have. Many have a Th. D., or
Doctorate of Theology. “One is more research
oriented (the Th.D.); one is more practice oriented
(the D. Min.),” Smith said.
Smith also attends Emmanuel Baptist Church in

Xenia and has been involved in a wide range of
activities, from deacon, Sunday School teacher,
and small group leader, to stand-by preacher.
Smith began his education in economics at
Washburn University, Bob Dole’s alma mater.
After getting his Bachelors of Business there, he
went on to Kansas State University to receive a
masters degree. He also received a Masters of
Divinity at Grace Theological Seminary. He later
went on to the University of Wyoming to do
doctorate work but never finished that particular
program of study.
Integrating life and Scripture into the classroom
is an aspect of his work that Smith takes very
seriously. One particular aspect of his life that is
important to him is his marriage with Claudia.
Many students say he often brings up the subject
of marriage as an example of Biblical intergration.
“H e’s always talking about his wife,” Eric Brock,
a junior management major, said. He has been
married since his senior year at Washburn Uni versity. When asked if his grades dropped after mar
riage, Smith said, “I did better with Claudia!”
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Amy Morse, a sophomore me
chanical engineering major, won
$ 1,000 from Computer Boards Inc.,
in co n junction w ith H ew lettPackard. Placing first in a slot car
competition, Morse plans to use the
money for college tuition.
She competed during the 1998
Society of Automotive Engineers
(SAE) International Congress and
Exposition in Detroit, Mich. Over
100 technical presenters and more
than 1,000 exhibitors searched for
creative ways to display new items
to the 50,000 attending and partici
pating engineers at this national
event.
Hewlett-Packard ran a competi
tion with miniature slot cars and a
racetrack comprised of HewlettPackard software and hardware
from Com puter Boards Inc., a
Hewlett-Packard channel partner
located in Middleboro, Mass. Con
testants raced against each other
and a computer-controlled pace car,
programmed to complete 20 laps in
37 seconds.
“The race was as much about
skill as it was about luck,” Joe
Cormier said. Cormier serves as
director, sales, and technical sup
port for Computer Boards Inc. “One
of the cars on the track was con
trolled by a computer, and the other
by the contestant. Amy applied the
right amount of power to the car at
the precise time to complete 20 laps
in 34.004 seconds.”
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According to an exit poll con
ducted by SAE, the slot car race
display in the Hewlett-Packard
booth was one of the two top
draws of the entire show. More than
600 people, from presidents of
companies to high school students,
competed to win the $1,000 grand
prize.
“The goal was to race the car by
giving it enough speed at just the
right time without having it fall off
the track,” Cormier said. “Amy
came to the booth and set her record
on the second day of the show, and
everyone was trying to beat it for

the next two days. The closest races
came within 14-hundredths of a sec
ond.”
The slot car display showcased
one of the many solutions that
Hewlett-Packard provides to the
auto industry in automotive light
ing, automotive design tools, and
automotive electronics.
The Cedarville chapter of SAE
sent 26 members to Detroit for the
International Congress and Exposi
tion.
•
(Compiled from a Hewlett-Packard
news release)
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B oulevard Grille. City Ctr. Mall, 171 City Ctr. Dr. (Rich& High
Sts.), Columbus. (614) 464-2583. Lobster bisque, excellent crab
cakes, great salads, and pasta dishes. $ 17. Located in aFANTASTIC mall!
Ban Thai. 792 Eastgate S. Dr. (Rt. 32), Clermont County,
Cincinnati. (513) 752-3200. Very hot, authentic Thai dishes. $ 16.
Aaron * Jeoffrey in concert with Greg Long and Tammy Trent.
May 8 ,7:30p.m. at Southland Christian Church, Lexington, KY.
Tickets are $12.50-$15. Call (606) 264-1833 for more info.
Blue C actus Grill. 7846 Cincinnati-Dayton Rd. (Tylersville
Rd.), West Chester, Cincinnati. (513) 779-6826. Great Mexican
food. 3>13.
Burbank’s Real Bar-B-Q, all located in Cincinnati. 211 Forest
Fair Dr. (Winton Rd.), (513) 671-6330; 3300 Parkcrest Ln.
(Glenway Ave.), (513) 661-2583; 11167 Dowlin Dr. (Prince Ln.
& Sharon Rd.), Sharonville, (513) 771-1440. “Finger-lickin’
ribs” and “Memphis-style” barbecue. $13.
Haydn’s The Creation. May 15, 7:30 p.m. and May 17, 4:00
p.m. at College Hill Presbyterian, 5742 Hamilton Ave., Cincin
nati. Call (513) 541-5676 for info.
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C rystal Lewis a n d Avalon. May 13, 7:30 p.m. at Evangel
Christian Life Center, 5400 Minors Ln., Louisville, KY. Tickets
nm $9-$13. Call (502) 244-8297 for info.
Drexel Radio Cafe. 2256 E. Main St. (Drexel Ave.), Columbus.
(614) 231-0498. Order flavored coffee, panini, or pastries, and
take your food to the Drexel Theater next door. A great alterna

OW NED AND OPERATED BY
SCOTT AND BETTY JEAN BALDWIN
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& c lo th in g r e p a ir
fo r m en & w om en

Paula Kordic
E x p e r ie n c e d • R e fe r e n c e s A v a ila b le

( 9 3 7 ) 766-5117

D utch Kitchen. 8690 Rt. 42 (3 mi. south o f Rt. 161), Columbus.
(614) 873-4518. Family-style Amish place with hearty servings
at a low price. $10.
Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra presents a fabulous vocal
concert featuring: Ann Panagulias, soprano; Kathleen Sonnentag,
mezzo-soprano; Robert Breault, tenor ; Thomas Barrett, bass; and
Daniel Gaisford, cello. Neal Gittleman is the conductor. May 13
14, 8:00 p.m. at Dayton Memorial Hall, 125 E. First St.

31 SOUTH MILLER STREET
SIZES AVAILABLE:
5X10,10X10,10X20
FOR INFORMATION CALL: 766-9780

A

Haven'tBeen There,
Haven'tDone That

tive to movie popcorn. $10.

Cedarville Self-Storage

^

5

s

The Indianapolis Zoo. A fun place to visit! Located at 1200 W .
Washington St. in Indianapolis. From Cedarville, Take 1-70 West
to 1-65 North; go to West St. (Exit 114); turn south on West St.
to Washington St.; turn west and go one mile. For hours and
special events info., call (317) 630-2001
Bravo! Italian Kitchen. 2148 Miamisbury-CentervilieRd. (Rt.
725), Dayton. (937) 439-1294. Fabulous Jtalian fare and cool
decor. $17.
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SAE, local dealer demonstrate technology in fanning equipm ent
Christina Lay
Staff Writer

What do the Global Positioning
System, computers, corn, soybeans,
and lots of acres of land have to do
with each other? Quite a lot, as it
turns out.
On Thursday, April 23, Cedarville College, Vemay Labs, John
Deere, and the Dayton Chapter of
the Society of Automotive Engineers
(SAE) hosted a presentation of the
past, present, and future of the
farmer’s combine given by Ed Ivers.
The Dayton SAE chapter’s cur
rent chairman, Dr. Buryi McFadden,
used this opportunity to conduct a
short business meeting to announce
the nominations for next year’s chap
ter positions.
Chuck Allport, Assistant to the
Academic Vice President, is next
y e a r’s nom inated chairm an.
Cedarville’s SAE chapter was also
honored for their 5-year anniver
sary, along with Wright State, Uni
versity of Dayton, and University of
Cincinatti, who all celebrated their
25th anniversary.
The event started for the 200 par
ticipants around 2:00 p.m. Thursday
afternoon with a pig roast and a
show-and-tell behind the Dixon
Ministry Center. Mark Beam, owner
of Greenline Equipment Company
and a John Deere dealer; Ken Beam,
store manager of the Greenline
Wilmington location; Keith Beam,
technician at the Wilmington store;
Ivers, quality control manager and
head diagnostician for Greenline;
Kent Harden, sales, GPS engineer;
and Chuck Martin, Territory Man
ager for John Deere, were instru
mental in providing the combines
and developing the presentation.
Stationed in the Dixon Ministry
Center back parking lot, two pieces
of machinery visibly demonstrated
farming equipment’s progress since
its beginning.
Both a 1964 model combine and a
newer 1995 combine were on dis
play for public viewing. The 1964
combine originally cost around
$3,800, had 35 horsepower, and
could hold 45 bushels. The newest
combine displayed was a 1995,9600
model, which starts at $ 190,000. This
combine can hold over 240 bushels
and runs off of a 260+ turbo-charged
diesel engine, which is controlled by
2 computers. This model cuts a 30foot swath as opposed to a 10-foot
swath for the 1964 model.
The 9600 model holds a 30-foot
header (around $50,000 extra)—
unlike the 12-foot headers on older
models— and can fill 2 dump trucks
with capacities of 800 and 500 bush
els every 15 minutes without stop
ping. Combines do this using an

unloading system that allows 2.2
bushels (each bushel is approxi
mately 60 pounds) to be unloaded
from the combine in 1 second. At
that rate, it would take 109 sec
onds— just over a minute-and-ahalf— to unload the entire grain
tank.
Lest you think that the combine
is any less technical than an auto
mobile, consider the creature com
forts of the new combines. John
Deere, as well as other combine
manufacturers, has realized that the
average farmer is handling around
20 times more land and work than
his ancestors were in 1964. Farm
ers have decreased from 20 per
cent of the population in 1964 to
just one half of 1 percent of the
population.
Without some technology and
some heavily padded seats, both
the combine industry and the
farmer’s rear ends would be hurt
ing. “The theory of the combine
has not changed,” Mark Beam said.
“The same design principles that
worked in the past are still used but
with better results thanks to tech
nology.” Considering that America
is the number one grain producer
in the world, this advance in tech
nology is just in time. After all,
with all the new toys and gadgets
available for today’s farmer, agri
culture is no longer the hickville of
professions. Technologically, it is
becoming the fastest advancing
field today.
New technology has allowed the
cabin of the newer combines to be
modified in several significant
ways. First, the cabins are almost
always enclosed. This helps pre
vent chaff, dust, and all sorts of
other field annoyances from col
lecting in its major crevices.
An improved seat suspension—
they are padded now— smooths the
ride over rough ground. Cabins
have new, larger storage contain
ers for pop and country CDs plus a
tilt-and-telescope wheel. The seats
even have personal posture-adjust
ing capabilities to fit the farmer’s
specific driving needs.
The cabins are quieter, too. This
is a major breakthrough in the field
of farming equipment. In the early
days, the farmer’s ears could be
subjected to as much as 100 deci
bels of noise working on an outside
combine.
To get a realistic picture of how
loud this is, picture yourself stand
ing with your ear pressed to the
subwoofer of a Third Day rock
concert speaker. That is around
105 decibels. At approximately 140
decibels, you incur significant hear
ing damage. Early farmers were

listening to the equivalent of a 14
15 hour rock concert every day for
about 3-5 months of the year. That
is a lot of noise for a box of
Cornflakes.
So the industry decided that they
needed change. With the new tech
nologies available, the decibel level
in the new models is only 76-79
decibels. That is quieter than
Chuck’s.
All the new combines also ad
here to California emissions stan
dards, which are the toughest
emission standards in the United
States. It is not smart to grow a crop
that you will eventually kill with
your combine pollution. Farmers
have realized this and lobbied for a
now-accepted change.
Handrails help the farmer hold
on while he cleans his front wind
shield (about 15 feet off the ground),
which is equipped with some very
nice wipers for rainy days and other
conditions. There is also a sun vi
sor, an AM-FM radio, heat and air
conditioning, and some very nice
upholstery.
Another technological option is
a basic Greenstar-yield monitor. It
uses a GPS-type system to give onthe-go information on crop yield,
fertilization conditions, moisture,
productivity summaries, crop and
field mapping, and location abili
ties that can pinpoint your position
in the field within three meters.
These combines can even copy the
information received from the
Greenstar system onto a disc. This
can be inserted into various equip
ment which read the data and adjust
their mechanical functions accord

ing to the area of the field they
happen to be on. CedarNet— watch
out— you are about to be replaced
by a combine.
Brett Frey, a junior mechanical
engineering major, said, “It’s neat
to see the advances in combine tech
nology, which far surpasses any
automobile we have today. The
GPS-mapping abilities of the com
bine are incredible.”
P.J. Puryear, also a junior me
chanical engineering major, said,
“It’s exciting to see the real-world
application of what we study in the
classroom. I have immense respect
for these men here today and their
mechanical knowledge.”
Now, lest you think that this is a
one-button-here-we-go type ma

chine, it is not. In fact, the combines
of today are fast approaching, or
may have already surpassed, the
technological capabilities of an air
liner. Now, you do not fly a com
bine, but you could if you wanted
to— the information is all there. The
nice folk from Greenline even let
this intrepid reporter drive the 30foot wide, 20-foot high combine
around the impossibly small con
fines of the Ministry Center parking
lot.
As Chuck Martin said, “Nothing
runs like a Deere.”
Allport said, “The agricultural
world is changing fast and SAE
would like to share these changes
with the new generation of engi
neers.”

•Adolescent M edicine
•Pediatrics
•Aduitand Geriatric M edicine •PhysicalExams/Schools
•Gynecology
Emptoyment/Sports
•Minor Trauma
•Wellness Programs

KarenA. Harlan,
M.D.
n
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Holistic Medicine
256-9700
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1343 Woodman Dr.
Dayton, OH 45432
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C leanliness an d cow s b rin g th o u g h t as M other's D ay nears
Lisa Walker
Columnist

The other day, I was driving the
back way home, which always
seems to go a little more quickly
than the alternative-I guess you
could call that the “front way.” As
with all good back ways, this one
sported a herd of unsuspecting
cattle grazing in the field adjacent
to the road.
Suddenly, I had this overwhelm
ing urge to honk at the cows in
order to see if they would look. So
I did. They didn’t. And that was the
end of the narrative. (Just for the
record, Dr. Zavodny, I could not
determine whether or not their
knees made any sort of noise.)
This little vignette gave me pause
to reflect—not on cows— but rather
on the fact that I had just, for a very
brief moment, become my mother.
Not only that, but I had always
questioned and almost mocked this
honking action on her part, and
now I was fulfilling my destiny. I
call this destiny because it has noth
ing to do with personal choice; it
just happens. Meanwhile, I’m sure
that my mother wishes I would
pick up some of her more construc
tive cues, such as washing the dishes
without being asked. (Somehow, I
don’t think it would work to men
tion destiny to her in that context.)
Mothers' Day is fast approach
ing on May 10. Therefore, this is an
ideal time to be reminded of how
much we appreciate these remark
able women and, most importantly,
a good time to remind them. Don’t
forget to call or send a card. You
could even clip out this article and
send it with the card. She’ll think

you spent hours looking for just the
right momento. You would have to
cut out this paragraph, of course.
I was inspired to write about moth
ers when I left to return to school
after Easter break. It was a brief stay
at home, but the departure (for the
two-hour journey) was dressed with
all its standard accoutrements: drive
safely, be careful, don’t do anything
silly on the road, be careful, don’t
drive too fast, be careful, stop get
ting sick all the time, be careful,
make sure you get enough sleep, be
careful, etc. I felt like the young
Laertes, preparing for his bold de
parture to [France], Polonious at his
side giving him his final instruc
tions: “Neither a borrower nor a
lender be, [list a couple more].” I
would not be surprised if one day, as
I left to return to school, my mother
would slip in a hearty “To thine own
self be true.”
Mothers are wonderful. They give
these speeches because it is in their
job description, which is to show us
that they love us. The only reason
Polonius was the one giving the
speech in Hamlet was because
Laertes and Ophelia no longer had a
mother.
I love my mom. And I love that
my mom cares enough to worry about
me. In addition to loving my mother,
I have also learned many strange
and wonderful things from her. I
cannot even come close to remem
bering all of those things, but I can
give a small sample listing of them.
How to use labor as a motiva
tional tool. When I am being par
ticularly troublesome to my mother,
I find that I am reminded of the
many hours of labor that signaled
my arrival into the world. Between

you and me, I can’t even remember
the time. (Flash of inspiration: If
Aristotle’s idea holds true that all
Jiumans lose their a priori knowl
edge via the trauma of the birth
canal, does that make c-section ba
bies prodigies by default?)
How to take care of people when
they are sick. Patterson Clinic is a
great place, but it’s just not the same
as having your mother look after
you when you ’ve been stricken with
the Sydney strain of Influenza.
How to make punch with gin
ger-ale and white grape juice.
How to pray.
How not to walk on a newlywaxed floor. I guess I’m not the
best at noticing when the floor has
just been mopped and waxed. The
great thing is, I don’t have to notice,
because my mother vehemently
alerts me to that fact before I step
foot into the kitchen.
How to issue ridiculous threats.
My personal favorite is “I brought
you into this world, and I can take
you out.” As a child, if I had lost
something and my parents suspected
I was not really looking for it I
would hear, “If I find it first, do I get
to spank you?” Somehow, magi
cally, the object would turn up!
How to worry specifically. Last
month, as I was getting ready to
drive to a friend ’s apartment to drop
something off, my mother instinc
tively warned, “Be careful in the
parking lot.” The best response to
that one is, “Okay.”
How to care for stray animals.
Our house is situated in the country;
therefore, it attracts all manner of
gentle beasts to take refuge there. It
was as if the poem inscribed on the
Statue of Liberty was etched into

the front door: “Give me your tired,
your poor, your huddled masses
yearning to breathe free . . .” Of
course, that would only make sense
if the dogs could read.
How to give to others.
How to honk at cows.
How to honk at teenage guys/
how to humiliate your children.
When I was in high school and my
mother and I were driving around,
she would instinctively honk at any
group of young men walking down
the street. The desired outcome, as
with the cows, was that they would,
look up— not at her but at me. It was
a little game she liked to play.
How to make potato soup.
How not all mothers remind
their kids to wear clean under
wear because of the danger of bus
accidents. My mother was smarter
than that. She knew that if there was
any kind of threat of being hit by a
bus, clean underwear would be ren
dered null and void.
How to create the indefinite
grain of hope. Relive this with me.
“Mom, can I stay all night with
Susan?” “We’ll see.” This usually
means “no”, but it does create that
little morsel of hope that springs
eternal.
How to get classified informa
tion. Moms know what to ask and
how to ask to find out all necessary
information from their kids.
How to always assign the blame
to the child that belongs to you. You
and your friend may both be pick
ing on each other. But of course, it’s
your fault.
How to make people laugh.
How to start the vortex. Three
words: Ask your father.
How to go in for a bag of flour

and come out with two grocery
boys with carts.
How to park strategically. My
mother refuses to park next to cars
that are full of dents already; she
fears they may inflict one upon her
Honda.
Hqw to love. My mother loves—
God, family, friends, students-even
when it is difficult to do so.
There is no one in the world quite
like my m other... And I am sure the
same holds true for yours. Our
memories and experiences may be
different, but the love and respect
we hold for these women is the
same. May we never forget to be
thankful for their influence in our
lives.
Moral dilemma of the week:
The PDR spoons are disappearing
from Chuck’s. I would love to keep
one of this disappearing breed as a
momento of days gone by and as a
quality utensil. However, that would
make me just like those people that
are making life difficult in the first
place by their theft of all the good
spoons.
Solution: Chuck’s should invest
in some high quality sporks, a.k.a.
runcible spoons. They double as
forks and spoons which would save
the dishpit silverware workers valu
able time (only two pieces of flat
ware per person instead of three).
With all of these benefits, we ;ould
afford nice, heavy, quality sporks to
suit the needs of the student body.
Tip of the week: Don’t do New
Testament preps in Microsoft Word,
unless you are willing to deal with
the fact that the automatic speller
tends to change Judea to Judeo. It is
difficult and irritating to figure out
how to turn this function off.

W haley and W yrtzen help to fill void o f church music positions
Continued from page 1
teach [the course], I try to get kids
to interact with Scripture and with
history and bring both of those to
bear on our contemporary culture.”
According to Wyrtzen, much of
the music sung in our churches
today is rooted in the evangelistic
campaigns of the 1800s. Songs
were designed to lure listeners with
a toe-tapping beat. Unfortunately,
the tunes became permanent stock.
“A lot of [music] we’re doing in
churches now is really evangelism
rather than worship. That’s the be
ginning place for worship, but we
need to move beyond that and de
velop an intimate relationship with
Christ. My goal isn’t to change
people’s worship style to say, ‘This
is the way you’ve got to do it and
forget your tradition’ ... my goal is
to get people to think through
these issues biblically and histori

cally so they can think rationally
about it.”
Wyrtzen’s strong background in
theological training gives credence
to his philosophy of worship. He has
received degrees from Moody Bible
Institute, The King’s College, and
Dallas Theological Seminary, with
whom Cedarvilie shares Wyrtzen
adjunct faculty status.
Among Wyrtzen’s scores of ac
complishments in the music indus
try are a Dove Award, several church
hymnal standards, and full-length
musicals. He has composed, ar
ranged, and conducted for artists
such as Steven Curtis Chapman,
Steve Green, and Michael Card.
Wyrtzen’s most recent project pro
duced for mass marketing is a holi
day album to be released by Word
this summer entitled Christmas
Pastorale, featuring the London
Symphony Orchestra.

In fields of the humanities such
as music, art, and writing, Wyrtzen
sees a common creative process.
“You’re born with that inborn re
source called creativity, but if you
want to aspire to excellence, you
need to be exposed to the best. The
best writers and artists and actors
and musicians are people who bor
row excellence from the masters. If
you’re highly creative and have a
beautiful gift from God in the arts
but you don’t ground yourself, you
grow up to be a very insecure per
son, because if you haven’t mas
. tered your craft you don’t know
what you’re doing.”
When at Cedarvilie, Wyrtzen tries
to assist Cedarvilie musicians with
their original compositions. On
Tuesday, he spent an hour in a prac
tice room with junior vocal perfor
mance and church music major Dan
Forness, who is arranging a piece to

be performed by an ensemble in
chapel May 13.“He sat down and
tore my piece apart,” Forness said,
who appreciated the constructive
input. “[Wyrtzen] showed me what
would make it more appealing to
the ear. He knows how to get down
to your level to teach it in ways you
understand.”
It is this foundation of classical
training with allowance for creativ
ity that Whaley and Wyrtzen are
using as a base for the new church
music major. “Church music is an
open field that so far only the
Southern Baptists have sought to
fill,” Whaley said. When he moved
to Cedarvilie from Nashville two
years ago, it was with the specific
purpose of d irecting the new
courses.
“At most colleges, church music
majors are built upon other degrees,
such as a performance degree or a

music education degree. The other
way they train them is in traditional
liturgy. Neither of those work very
well in the evangelical community.
We came here to design a curricular
th at w ould be lo cal— church
friendly,” Whaley said.
Wyrtzen sites Ephesians 5:19,
“Speak to one another with songs,
hymns, and spiritual songs,” as the
verse that summaries his theory of
church music and worship. “Many
churches today fail to apply that
verse to their worship services,” he
said. “I want to spend the rest of my
life bringing music and theology
together. Most of the theologians I
really respect don ’t know a lot about
music. Most musicians don’t know
anything about the Scripture and
about theology. I’m trying to be the
person to help people in the church
make the connection,” Wyrtzen
said.
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Opinion/Editorial Page
P M K eaggy breaks new ground w ith contem plative album
Joshua Kimmel
Columnist

When one thinks of great guitar
ists, a few names immediately come
to mind. Andres Segovia, Jimi
Hendrix, Eric Clapton, and— it
should be noted—Christian music’s
own Phil Keaggy. Keaggy is known
world-wide, not just for his blues
albums and lively style, but also his
impeccable musicianship. Keaggy’s
latest album, Acoustic Sketches, is a
60-minute long aural treat. It is
Keaggy at perhaps his finest: him
and an acoustic guitar or two.
From the moment I put the CD
into my player, I was enchanted.
The songs range from 5-minute long
pieces, to just ideas he has contem
plated, the shortest of which is 16
seconds long. The songs range from
the entirely lyrical to some that are

closer to blues and jazz. On a few
tracks, he uses a type of synthesizer
called a JamMan. It is the kind of
album that you study to, or perhaps
go to sleep by.
On the jacket of the CD, there is
a short description of what each
song is about or where it came from.
Some songs were written for cer
tain occasions; others are just ex
ploring an idea musically, or perhaps
trying to embody an ideal musi
cally. Some are just all acoustic
versions of songs from his other
albums.
The first track, “Metamorphosis,”
as Keaggy himself puts it, “serves
as an introduction to what’s to come
on this project.” It moves at me
dium pace but has some fast sec
tions as well as some sections where
he uses his JamMan to create some
unique sounds.

Upgrade your wardrobe,
even w ith a low budget!
Bachel J. Stew art
Staff W riter

Find yourself needing a ward
robe update, but a little short on
cash? That’s no problem. With a
little ingenuity and know-how, up
dating is easy and inexpensive.
The first step to updating is to
organize what you already own.
Throw out anything you have not
worn for one year or that no longer
fits properly. Check out local con
signment stores who will sell your
clothing for you, have a garage sale,
or donate the items to the local
Salvation Army or rescue mission.
In a second pile, put things that
need washing, ironing or mending.
Take care of these first before you
begin anything else.
After you have sorted your clothes
and accessories, take a look at what
is left in the closet. A good project
for a rainy day is to try on different
outfits and looks. Have fun; be cre
ative. Do not be afraid to try new
combinations.
Accessories count for a lot. Just
adding a scarf to a blouse or dress
can give you an entire new look.
TTie hottest accessories for spring
are straw hats, pins, scarves, mules,
and bags. Purchasing just one of
these inexpensive items can open
up numerous possibilities for up
dating your existing wardrobe. To
save money, try shopping at acces
sory stores like Claire’s Boutiques
instead of heading straight to the
department store. Other businesses,
like Express and The Limited, have

relatively inexpensive jewelry, hair
accessories, hosiery, bags and hats
that are designed to complement
the outfits sold in the store. Guys,
try a new tie or jacket.
Another easy way to update is
through building up the basics. Ba
sic clothing goes a long, long way.
Spring basics include: linen blaz
ers, plain t-shirts, plain knit tops,
jeans, white blouses, capri pants,
and jean jackets. Buying one or
more of these basic pieces can
lengthen the life of other parts of
your wardrobe. The mixing and
matching options are endless! Ba
sics can be found anywhere from
K-Mart to the Gap depending upon
your budget and taste. Don’t be
afraid to spend a little more to get
good quality. Basics won’t go out
of style, so you can keep them for a
good long while and get your
money’s worth.
If you have more trendy taste but
do not want to pay trendy prices at
the mall, then check out the area
Goodwill stores and Vintage shops.
Dayton has several Salvation Army
stores, and Yellow Springs is home
to unique consignment and vintage
clothing retailers. Art Gecko, in
downtown Cedarville, offers unique
clothing at extremely affordable
prices. My only caution is be care
ful of what you buy at these institu
tions. It has been my experience
that sometimes the clothing bought
is old and falls apart after the first
time I wash it. Look for quality and
a fair price.

The second track, “Rivulets,” is
an amazingly fast piece (at least to
my untrained ear). It rarely seems to
take a breath from its momentum.
The constantly moving lines, gen
erally downward, do seem to sig
nify rain and the trails it leaves as it
travels to the ground.
The sixth track is an impressive
piece. It is only a minute and a half
long, but it moves quickly. It makes
heavy use of harmonics, a guitar
technique that involves a light tap
ping on certain points on the guitar's
neck to create notes that are higher
than what is normally gained by
pressing down on the strings. The
track is titled, “Del’s Bells,” and the
harmonics really give the effect of a
bell being rung.
Perhaps it is just a product of my
upbringing (I had hippie parents for
awhile), but the 11th track, “Swing
Low, Sweet Chariot,” takes me back
to the days when my dad used to
play me banjo tunes. It has a guitar,
bass, tuba, and slide guitar, for that
true folk feel. It Is about what you
might imagine some bands, in the
early 60s would produce, or some
thing off of an old Pete Seeger al
bum. It is nostalgic American music
at its best.
The last track, “Legacy,” has the
profound ability to fill the listener
with both a sense of dread and a
sense of release from that fear. It
incorporates an alternate tuning for
the guitar as well as frequent shifts
from major to minor keys. The piece
haunts me as I listen to it and well
afterward. It pulls the listener on
and on, creating tension and then
releasing it, as well as alternating

between a soft section and driving
rhythmic sections.
I have never been one to bother to
sit through all instrumental music.
I like lyrics and voices.
However, I enjoyed this album.
The music made me happy and sad
and thoughtful, without words. As I
get older, I find this type of music
more and more engaging. Its de
mands on the listener are entirely
different than pop music ’s demands.
Instrumental albums require the lis
tener to feel. There is no voice to tell
the listener the point of the song.
The point of an instrumental song is
■

r m

r n

i i i i i m

the feeling it evokes from the lis
tener. I suppose that what separates
a “hack” guitarist from one of true
ability is the guitarist’s ability to
heighten or lessen the emotions a
piece evokes. Phil Keaggy has this
talent, and this album is more than
convincing proof of that.

Genre:

Instrumental, acoustic
sleepy-time music.

Josh’s Rating:

five yellow
springs (on a five yellow spring
scale, 5 being best)
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M icrowave Journalism

W orld News
Lewinsky denied immunity

Starr’s investigation o f the Lewinsky matter has slowed in
recent weeks as Johnson weighed several issues, including
Lewinsky’s immunity claim and adispute over whether Clinton
aides can refuse to answer grand jury questions on the grounds
of executive privilege.

-Compiled by staff from CNN news
A federal judge has decided that Monica Lewinsky
does not have an immunity deal with independent
counsel Ken Starr that would spare her from prosecu
tion, sources said Wednesday.
The decision by U.S. District Judge Norma
Holloway Johnson remains under seal, but sources
close to the case confirmed the ruling to CNN.
Lewinsky is the former White House intern who, in
taped conversations with friend Linda Tripp, alleg
edly claimed to have had a sexual relationship with
President Bill Clinton.
Starr is investigating whether Clinton, Lewinsky,
or other Clinton associates gave false testimony, or
encouraged others to give false testimony, in an effort
to cover up the alleged affair, which Clinton denies
ever happened.
Lewinsky’s attorney, Bill Ginsburg, had asked
Johnson to uphold what he said was an agreement
with Starr in late January, in which his client would
provide information under a guarantee that she would
not be prosecuted. Starr’s staff contended a binding
deal was never struck.
Reached Wednesday night by CNN, Ginsburg said
he was unaware of any decision on the matter by
Johnson. The White House also had no immediate
comment, but Clinton is scheduled to hold his first
formal solo news conference o f the year Thursday
afternoon.
The lack of immunity for Lewinsky would allow
Starr to proceed, if he chooses, with a subpoena
demanding her appearance before a grand jury in
Washington— or even asking the grand jury to indict

Local News
Sonshine Fest
debuts in local park
__________

Andrea V. C a y b r

________ __

Staff W riter

It’s not Woodstock. It’s notLollapalooza. It’s not Kingdom
Bound. It is a chance for you to take some time away from
schoolwork, relax with your friends, and sit in the grass with a
cold drink in your hand and good music all around.
Your favorite Cedarvilie bands will be making music at the
Sonshine Fest in Cedar Park all afternoon on Saturday, May 9,
from about 1:00 p.m. until the evening. You’ll hear the sounds
of the United Jumbo Goodtime Band, OSHA, The Caylor
Sisters, Richer than Sixpence, The Underground Souljahs, 8
Hour Jive, and Saving Face. Tickets for the Fest are $5 or only
$4 if you bring along a non-perishable food item.
The Sonshine Fest is a locally sponsored benefit for the
Sonshine Club of Urban Light Ministries. The money and food
items will be donated to support the ministry of the Sonshine
Club, a group that spends part of the summer working with fifth
grade students from the inner city.
The Sonshine Fest is also a chance for your fellow student

musicians to give you more of what you like in a
creative but non-competitive atmosphere. So, bring your
friends. Bring a blanket. And, if it rains, bring your
galoshes.

ENS building team s
to fall apart on students
______Patricia Hershberger__________
Contributing Writer
You probably have wondered why the front entrance
to the ENS has been blocked off. The jacked-up wooden
supports look somewhat makeshift, as do the computer
generated “Emergency Exit Only” signs on the front
doors.
The explanation is relatively simple. Most buildings
contain large structural beams, referred to as I-beams
because o f their shape. One o f these large beams runs the
length of ENS’s front. This beam rests on three supports,
including the middle brick column currently causing all
the trouble.
Brick constructions settle over time, so with the weight
of the beam plus this natural settling, this column began
to crumble. In order to reduce the weight on the column,
maintenance crews incorporated the makeshift sup
ports. Also, to prevent possible injuries to pedestrians,
they blocked off the doors.
This action creates difficulty for the handicapped
students on campus because the front entrance is the
only one with automatic doors. They received a ramp at
a side entrance, but they still have no automatic door
available.
No one has yet decided what they will do to remedy
this situation.
They will take some action soon to at least make the
building more accessible while they determine how to
permanently fix the problem.

Leverson and M oore take all expense-paid trip to D ove Awards
Sherri Doss
Contributing Writer
At 7 :00 a.m. last Thursday, April
21, Kim Leverson and Elizabeth
Moore boarded a plane to Nash
ville, Tennessee. This was the be
ginning of the all-expense paid trip
they had won a few weeks earlier
through U99 FM, the Cedarvilie
College campus radio station.
The two roommates tried to con
tain their excitement as the plane
landed. All their anticipation had
been escalating since the day they
had received the call from U99 FM.
They would actually witness the
1998 Dove Awards in person.
Leverson and Moore arrived in
Nashville at approximately 12:00
p.m., where they were transported
by a shuttle to the Days Inn in down
town Nashville. “It was a great place
to stay. Everything was only about
four or five minutes away from our
hotel room, so we were able to walk
to the Nashville Arena Thursday
evening,” Leverson said.
Leverson related her unforget

table memories. “We could see all
the famous people sitting on the
floor from our seats. And in spite of
the fact that I was getting a running
commentary from a guy I sat next to
who worked in music production, I
really enjoyed the show,” she said.
So who won what? “Well, let me
see if I can keep them all straight,”
Leverson said. “Avalon won New
Artist of the year, Crystal Lewis
won Female Vocalist of the Year,
and Whitney Houston won Best
Recorded Southern Gospel Song
for ‘I Go to the Rock’ from the
movie The Preacher’s Wife. Hous
ton did a great performance with
CC Penison and BeBe and CeCe
Winans. It was both entertaining
and uplifting.” •
“Jars of Clay won Group of the
Year and then they performed, too.
I think most people like them be
cause they seem to function well in
both the Christian and secular mu
sic world, and they still have a good
testimony. But I think the best part
was the tremendous tribute made to

Rich Mullins,” Leverson said. Rich
Mullins, writer of “Our God Is An
Awesome God" and many other
well-known Christians songs, died
this past year in a car accident. “A
lot of the artists wrote and dedi
cated songs in his honor, and we all
sang ‘Our God Is An Awesome
God’ together in his memory. Rich
Mullins won both Male Vocalist of
the Year and Artist of the Year. It
was the most emotional part of the
whole ceremony,” Leverson said.
After the show, the girls returned
to their hotel. “The ceremony ended
at about 11:00 p.m., and since we’d
been up since 4:00 a.m., we just
went to bed. It was good to have an
extra, day to spend in Nashville,
though. Thursday was so rushed
that we hardly got to see any of the
city,” Leverson said.
Leverson and Moore woke up
late Friday without no concrete plans
and fifty dollars a piece. So they set
out to see the city. “We walked, and
walked, and walked, and w alked...
just looking around in the shops,

picking up a few souvenirs here and
there. And of course we had to
eat...” Leverson said.
Leverson’s face lighted up. “We
chose to eat at Planet Hollywood
because they had a spectacular Ti
tanic display there. The display in
cluded the clothes that Rose and
Jack wore, [as well as] the ship
steering wheel— but no iceberg, of
course!” she said.
On Saturday, L everson and
Moore boarded their plane at 8:00
a.m. to return to campus. They still
saw one more star before the end of
the weekend. “We spotted Kevin
Smith from DC Talk reading his
Bible in the airport. And then we
saw him on the plane! Unfortu
nately, we didn’t get to sit next to
him or talk to him. But just seeing
him reading his Bible and knowing
he was there was enough to start us
reeling all over again!” Leverson
said.
Leverson and Moore finally re
turned to campus at 3:00 p.m. on
Saturday, April 25. Their unit and

co-unitmates were eager to hear all
the details of their trip. “We were
bombarded with questions, and we
weren’t really up to answering all
of them,” Leverson said. “I remem
ber the first thing out of my mouth
was that we stayed in hotel that a
tornado had just missed the week
before. We could see the damages
of it. Trees were still laying where
they had fallen, and there were build
ings all around us with windows
blown out. All I could do was
thank the Lord that the Dove
Awards weren’t scheduled a week
earlier!”
Leverson and Moore have re
sumed their lives, working to catch
up in classes. But the memories of
their extraordinary weekend in
Nashville, Tenn., have barely dissi
pated. Leverson said, “We want to
say thanks again to all of the spon
sors who helped make our trip pos
sible. It’s definitely going to go
down as one of the most unforget
table experiences we ’ve ever had in
our lives.”

-
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Parents' W eekend sparks variety o f activities for visiting families
Michelle Hoppe
Contributing Writer

Parents' Weekend presents stu
dents and parents with a crucial
decision. Do they brave the crowds
and participate in the smorgasbord
of activities occurring throughout
the weekend? Or do they escape
the crowds altogether? Brave souls
who choose to stick around began
this weekend by attending the an
nual Honors Day chapel.
During Honors Day chapel, ev
ery department on campus recog
nized students for their academic
achievements of the year. Many
received plaques or scholarships
for their superior performances in

the classroom. Following this spe
cial chapel, parents could attempt to
eat at the cafeteria (if they could find
seats) and attend classes with their
students in the afternoon.
Saturday morning parents can at
tend the 8:00 President’s Prayer
Breakfast in the College Center while
waiting for their students to wake
up.
They are also welcome to partici
pate in the parents forum running
that morning. The Campus Activi
ties Office is coordinating this event
in an effort to gain parent feedback
on various issues concerning their
students and the college.
Those who prefer enjoying the

great outdoors can compete in the stage at Cedarville’s Opera House
Golf Scramble tournament Satur in the comedy, “On the Air.”
day morning. It begins at 11:30 The Campus Activities Office has
a.m. at the Locust Hills Golf Course. produced this drama in coordina
Evenings require parents to make tion with Associate Professor of
more decisions. Choices include Broadcasting Mr. James Leightthe spring play, concerts, and radio enheimer. They offer three per
drama.
form ances o f this old tim e
The curtain in Alford Audito radio show, one Friday night at
rium rises on Cedarville’s spring 10:30 p.m. and two more on Sat
drama “The Heiress” at 8:00 p.m. urday. Seating is first-come, firsteach night. They are also giving a serve, and tickets are $5 per
matinee performance at 2:00 p.m. person.
Saturday. All performances are sold
Cedarville’s Music Depart
out for the weekend though you ment is showcasing various mu
may be able to buy a few from sic groups in the annual POPS
ticket scalpers out front.
concert Friday night. This con
Several talented students take the cert gives campus musicians a

chance to "let down their hair" in a
humorous and very enjoyable con
cert. The concert begins at 8:00 p.m in
the Jeremiah Chapel.
The Campus A ctivities Office
also contributed to the weekend’s
musical fare. They have invited Dick
and Mel Tunney to give a concert in
the Jeremiah Chapel at 8:00 p.m. Sat
urday as part of their on-going Artist
Series.
Sunday allows families a reprieve
from the feverish activity of the
previous few days. The school has
no organized activities for this day,
so parents can treat their students to
a nice sit-dow n m eal w ithout
cafeteria trays or a mad rush for seats.

Yellow Jacket Scoreboard
Men’s Track and Field:

Cincinnati Invitational, April 25

Mid-Ohio Conference Championships; University o f Rio Grande, April 18

2s4

Outstanding Performances:

Outstanding Performances:

Becky Jordan

3,000m

1*

10:03.29

.

. ;

Linton Ellis

100m

1“

11.16

Linton Ellis

200m

1»

22.61

Jodi Quint

Dan Hudson

Discus

164’10”

Heidenriech, Taylor,

Dan Hudson

Javelin

168’7”

Pollock, Reitz,

Jason Alexander

Pole Vault

1"
1*
1*

Nate Freeman

High Jump

1“

6’8”

Women’s Tennis: (8-2)

33.19.95

at Walsh

April 17

156.50

at Malone

April 18

W(9-0)

54.45

at Mount St. Joseph

April 20

W(7-2)

at Ohio Wesleyan

April 21

W(4-3)

at Tiffin

April 24

W(9-0)

at Malone

April 17

W(7-2)

at Walsh

April 18

M4-5)

Findlay

April 21

U 2-7)

at Tiffin

April 23

W (8-l)

Transylvania

April 25

L(8-6)

Men’s Baseball: (3-23)

MOC (2-14)

Erie Crawford
Eddie Nehus

800m

Cliff Reynolds

400mH

Leverette, Nehus,

,

Reynolds, Rea

4X400

'

1*

3:23.52

Outstanding Performances:
High Jump

4*

6’10.75"

(NAIA qual. CC record)
Dan Hudson

Discus

Eddie Nehus

800m

Women’s Track and Field:

Javelin

1“

113’8”

4X400

la

4:14.93

1“

147’7"

la

1:55.89

;

illit t iilH
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Mid-Ohio Coherence Championships; University o f Rio Grande, April 18

la

Outstanding Performances:

MOC (3-1)
U 4-5)

at Malone (2)

April 18

W(6-5), L (l-7)

at Shawnee State (2)

April 21

L(l-10), L(2-20)

at Wilmington (I)

April 23

U4-12)

Ohio Dominican (2)

April 25

m - 9 ),U 2 -1 2 )

Sandy Swales

Hammer Thro’w 1*

139’4”

Sandy Swales

Discus

la

116’10”

U ndsey Mitchell

High Jump

1*

5’0"

Women’s Softball: (2-19)

MOC (1-13)

Lindsey Mitchell

Triple Jump

33’6.5”

at Malone (2) .

April 18

L (l-3),L (3-6)

Jodi Quint

Javelin

r

120*7“

Shawnee State (2)

April 21

L(1-6),L(1-12)

April 23

m - 1 0 ) , W(8-2)

1500m
400mH

i-

at Walsh Invitational

April 20

tied 6* out of 11

at Mt. Vernon Nazarene Inv.

April 24,25

7* out o f 9

(CC record)
Becky Jordan
Jen Heidenriech

'’M.f
*Coach Paul Orchard

&

>
:■-i*
■ ■
.

i*

t

if: ■t

•.. .
4:43.86
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.
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1:06.87
’
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Mid-Ohio Conference Women’s Coach o f the Year
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Men’s Tennis: (9-9)

at Cincinnati Invitational, April 25
Nate Freeman

-

12’6”

1“
1*
la

10,000

(NAIA qual. CC record)

:

Urbana(2)
'/' i f f f l
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Men’s Golf:
"
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Individuals, team b reak records as spring track season closes
P e te bednarek and Christina Abbs

11:44 in cold, windy weather.
The next week she crushed the
former 5,000 record at Miami
with 17:21. That time qualified
her for the NAIA National meet
in Tulsa, Okla. Jordan’s race on
April 25 at the University of Cin
cinnati marked her third school
record of the season. She ran a
time of 10:03 in the 3,000.
“I really believe that God has
been behind this entire season. I
have not changed my training. I
just feel like I can go out and run
fast right now,” Jordan said. Al
though she continues to insist
that her favorite sport is cross

S p o rts Writers

Track and field is one of the few
sports in which individual achieve
ment and team success are directly
proportional. This season a num
ber of track athletes have greatly
contributed to the success of their
team through outstanding personal
performances, gaining them a form
of recognition that very few Cedarville athletes will ever experience.
Sophomores Sandy Swales and
Jodi Quint set the school record in
the hammer throw and javelin re
spectively. Junior Becky Jordan has
added her name to the record board

country, she has achieved great

in an impressive three events as a
distance runner: the 3,000 meter
steeplechase, 3,000 meter, and
5,000 meter. The men’s team has
seen its oldest record go down this
season with junior Nate Freeman’s
high jump.
Swales’throw of 146’7” on April
11, at the Miami Classic, was a new
school record, but the name at
tached to the mark did not change.
Swales is now in her second season
of throwing to improve her own
mark since setting the record dur
ing last season.
Her event, the hammer throw,
may be unfamiliar to some. Throw
ing the hammer (a heavy metal ball
at the end of a chain) requires a
combination of speed, strength, and
flexibility. The thrower must spin
in a tight circle, holding the imple
ment with arms extended, and then
release the hammer at the greatest

success this spring— success that
is hard to not enjoy. She said, “I
do feel more comfortable com
peting in track this year.”
Jordan’s 10,000 meter time
(which she ran at the Florida State
Relays) also qualified her for the
NAIA National meet. What she

Nathan Freeman did not practice before the meet in which he broke the longeststanding record at Cedarville. The track season ends Saturday. Photo by D. Blackburn.

the pressure there is in some of the
other inter-collegiate sports,” Quint
said.
Quint’s track career has not al
ways had support from a team. “In
high school,we did not have a track
program so my practices consisted
velocity for it to fly the maximum of me throwing in my backyard
distance. While accomplishing this, with the help of my dad,” she said.
Now her strong performances
the thrower must swing off balance
provide her with individual honors
and out of the throwing area.
Swales’ hard work and training as well as boosting her team with
in this event has paid off by in the points she scores. Quint also
creasing her own mark and allow throws the discus for Cedarville and,
ing her to contribute more to her along with improving her javelin
record this season, she has set goals
team.
Quint’s record-breaking javelin for herself in that event as well.
throw, on April 18 at the University
Both Swales and Quint partici
of Rio Grande, flew 120’7” and pate solely in field events. Quint
won the event, making her an MOC said, “If there was one thing that I
champion in the javelin for two wish people knew about track, it
years in a row. Quint, also known would be that the field events do
for setting the school record every exist. So instead of asking what I
time she throws a personal best, has run, they could say, ‘What do you
been throwing at Cedarville for two run or throw?’” The Lady Yellow
years now. She has enjoyed com Jackets team would not be as suc
cessful without the contribution of
peting on the track team.
“I like the fact that we don’t have

these two athletes.

Last year when Julianne Pletcher
graduated from Cedarville, her
name covered the women’s dis
tance running records. Already in
the very next season, three of those
records have fallen.
Jordan started with the 3,000
m eter steep lech ase at the
Wittenberg on April 4, by running
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will run in Oklahoma is yet to be
determined, but she will try to
finish out this exciting season
with more good performances at
the National Christian College
meet in Marion, Ind.
The only school record that
has been set on the men’s team
this season was the oldest stand
ing record on the books. Bud
Davis’ 6’9 ” high jump mark has
stood since 1965. Freeman broke
the record in his first meet of the
season at Wittenberg with ajump
of 6 ’ 10.25” . Although a junior,
he had not participated in the
track program until this year. “I
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had thought about joining before, but
nothing really came of it. Then, one
day last quarter, my brother and I
were looking at the records, and I told
him that I thought I could break it—
kind of as ajoke— and he told me that
I ought to try. So I did,” he said.
After participating in various sports
in high school, Freeman never put a
lot of effort into his track workouts.
The season at his high school was
only four weeks long. It also started
immediately after his basketball sea
son ended. According to Freeman, he
just relaxed and floated through the
season.
“Track was not a high priority to
me compared to my other sports. I
basically was doing it because other
people wanted me to participate,” he
said. According to Freeman, his train
ing will definitely become more in
tense. He had not trained before the
first meet at all.
Freeman has also qualified for the
NAIA National meet by jumping the
qualifying standard. Freeman was off
the mark by a quarter of an inch at
Wittenberg, but his jump at Cincin
nati was enough to make the rutomatic qualifying mark.
The m en’s and women’s track
teams will compete as two complete
teams at the National Christian Col
lege meet held at Indiana Wesleyan
on April 1-2, and then those athletes
that qualify will go on to compete at
the NAIA Championships. This sea
son has seen many outstanding per
fo rm ances— some o f the m ost
noteworthy being these record-break
ing efforts.
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sidewalk talk
W h a t is the Christ ian a p p ro a c h to racial reconciliation?

Senior criminal justice major Tim Simon

Senior finance major Dan Kaynor

What is the Christian approach to racial reconciliation ?
"I think we should be willing to be as diversified as the Cedarville College
catalogue."

What is the Christian approach to racial reconciliation ?
"I personally think the issue should be dropped, and let it die. Besides, it goes
both ways. Have you ever seen the Cherokee Parks commercial?"

Senior mechanical engineering major Micah Roberts

What is the Christian approach to racial reconciliation?
"As Christians we must recognize the racial injustices of the past. However, we must
not dwell on the past, but examine how we are currently treating those of other races
and act accordingly."

Senior Bible/communication arts major Laurie
Weber

Junior history major Chad Deakyne

What is the Christian approach to racial reconciliation?
"Luke 10:27—Love your neighbor as yourself."

What is the Christian approach to racial reconciliation?
"Racial reconciliation must begin with changing the
individual's belief system through biblical teaching and
beginning with one's relationship to Christ. This is not
an exclusion or an excuse, however, for inactivity,
because proactive efforts are catalysts in moving beliefs
towards practice."

Senior marketing/CE youth major Adam White

What is the Christian approach to racial reconciliation?
"Basically, I think it starts when we realize that we are all created in the image
of God. From there, we need to spread the love of Christ to an unloving world."
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